### Example of types of information:
- Demographic information
- Diagnosis codes
- Visit history at a clinic
- Prescription history
- Survey responses
- Employment history
- Test scores
- Test questions

*Publicly available* is defined as information shared without conditions on use. Datasets requiring a Data Use Agreement (DUA) or requiring agreement to Terms and Conditions or Conditions of Use are NOT "publicly available." A "publicly available" dataset may still require payment of a fee to gain access.

**Direct identifiers:** for example, name, street address, MRN, SSN, or date of birth.

**Coded:** A "code" or "key" links dataset received to direct identifiers stored separately, permitting "re-identification."

**A dataset might also include "indirect identifiers" without being explicitly coded, by virtue of unique subject characteristics, or if the dataset contains a combination of data fields that can be correlated to another dataset.**

**No Identifiers:** dataset received CANNOT be linked to direct identifiers: data were collected anonymously, or have been "anonymized" (all direct or indirect identifiers, or codes, have been destroyed before dataset received by study team) Do NOT check "No identifiers" if dataset includes any HIPAA identifiers.

See U-MIC presentation "Anonymous, Coded and De-identified Data in Human Subjects Research."

- Direct identifiers: for example, name, street address, MRN, SSN, or date of birth.
- Coded: A "code" or "key" links dataset received to direct identifiers stored separately, permitting "re-identification."
- A dataset might also include "indirect identifiers" without being explicitly coded, by virtue of unique subject characteristics, or if the dataset contains a combination of data fields that can be correlated to another dataset.
- No Identifiers: dataset received CANNOT be linked to direct identifiers: data were collected anonymously, or have been "anonymized" (all direct or indirect identifiers, or codes, have been destroyed before dataset received by study team) Do NOT check "No identifiers" if dataset includes any HIPAA identifiers.

#### Upload any Data Use Agreement, letter of permission, or other access documentation for this data set

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Version</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>There are no items to display</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### 24.7* Was prior consent from the subjects obtained to utilize the data set for this study (or for unspecified future research)?

- [ ] Yes
- [ ] No / I don’t know

### 24.7.1* Indicate intention to obtain a waiver of informed consent (and, if applicable, HIPAA authorization) or describe the plan to re-establish the identifying links and re-consent individuals.

### 24.8* Will you have access to a key that deciphers the code, thereby enabling linkage of identifying information to an individual subject’s private information or samples?

- [ ] Yes
- [ ] No

### 24.8.1* Identify the mechanism that precludes access to the codes, and upload (in Question 24.6) copies of any agreements or documents that explain these protections.

- [ ] Data use agreement with data and code custodian (agreement prohibiting the release of the key to decipher the code to the applicant under any circumstances)
- [ ] Data are publicly available
- [ ] Honest broker (centralized custodian who controls data and will not release codes or IDs)
- [ ] Other

If other, please specify:

---

* Required